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he Centre for Civil Society organizes seminars for college students,
teachers, professors, and even public administrators all across
India. It all started with the Liberty & Society Seminar (LSS) for
colleges students. The four-day residential seminar engages students in the vital issues of public policy, involve them in creating a
new vision for India, and ultimately make them more informed citizens. The
LSS provides youth a greater understanding of the larger world-the society,
economy and culture-within the classical liberal framework that emphasises
limited government, rule of law, free trade, and competitive markets.
The remarkable success of the Liberty & Society Seminar in creating new
thinkers and leaders suggested the idea of publishing the lectures so that others
can partake of the intellectual adventure. The crushing of conventional wisdom
and the excitement of discovery are once in a lifetime experience for participants. The lectures straddle the middle ground between rigorous academic
research and reflexive journalistic accounts. They are a synthesis of research
studies and varied arguments and by nature polemic. So this separate series of
publication: Liberty & Society Series, LSS!

OTHER TITLES IN LSS
Why is India Poor?
Education: Choice & Competition
Environment: Tragedy of the Commons
Private & Political Markets: Introduction to Public Choice
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Courage, Fear,
And Immigration
"Immigrants' voyages to this land,
following upon preparations that
required extraordinary effort and
often pain, have been among the most
exciting and noble of human endeavors. Women and men and children
have been strong and brave. They
have undertaken their inevitablyfrightening transits to a new place for
the best of motives: the desire to
improve their own lot and that of their
families; the urge to leave countries
whose governments they could not
abide; and the willingness to help
build another country where persons
can live in freedom and dignity."
--Julian Simon, A Life Against the
Grain, p. 277
Immigration is the sincerest form
of flattery
Here we are, a room full of
freedom loving people, where it is safe
to cheer for freedom and to denounce
repression. Yet even in such a room of
fellow travelers, there is one topic that
2
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is sure to stir up anxiety and friction.
That's the topic of "immigration." Immigration can divide a room
faster than almost any other topic. So
when I get nervous about addressing a
group on the topic of immigration, I
take courage from immigrants, themselves.
COURAGE
Desperate
Freedom)

Refugees

Seeking

I think of the amazing courage
that it takes to flee oppression, to leave
behind everything that is familiar, and
to chance the hostility of a completely
alien culture in order to find freedom,
opportunity, and a better life. When I
think of that courage, I am greatly
emboldened. How much easier it is to
speak to a friendly audience, than to
risk one's life in a rickety boat facing
storms, pirates, and sharks. Or to risk
one's life by crawling under fences
and trudging for hours or days with-

out water across a desert in temperatures exceeding 120°.
I can't fault those who try. I
admire them. It's probably what some
of my ancestors, very long ago, did
and it benefited me. I can only hope
that I would have the same measure of
courage if I were in their shoes.
Swiss Rejects Went to Death
Camps
If I had been a German or
Polish Jew in the 1930s, I'm not sure
that I would have had the courage to
flee an increasingly hostile Nazi
regime. Would I have defied the
authorities and tried to sneak into
Switzerland or the U.S., even though
those nations declared that the quota
for German and Polish Jews was full?1
Or would I have seen my family die by
extermination?
If I had been a Cuban or North
Korean in the 1990s, would I have had
the courage to hand over a lifetime of
savings to the novice captain of a
crowded, leaky boat to chance the
dangers of the open sea? Or would I
have accepted the tyranny of a communist or military dictator to enslave
and impoverish me and my family for
decades?
If I had been a Black slave in
the antebellum South in the early
1800s, would I have had the courage to
risk the underground railroad--to run
from a slave master? Would I have
fled to a Northern state where I was
illegal runaway property that stole
itself, and where most people would
have been eager to turn me over to the
authorities for a swift return to my
owner? Or would I have remained
content to stay where I was, legal and
unfree, where I could watch my fami-

THE VOTER IS NOT SO
DIFFERENT FROM THE ABUSED
SPOUSE WHO WISHES TO BELIEVE
IN AN IDEAL DESPITE ENDLESS
BETRAYALS AND BEATINGS.
THE ABUSED VOTER KEEPS
RETURNING TO THE INCUMBENT
AT THE BALLOT BOX JUST AS THE
DEFEATED SPOUSE CRAWLS BACK
TO HIS OR HER ABUSER IN A
PERPETUAL EXERCISE OF SELFFLAGELLATION.

ly live under tyranny?
Patrick Henry: "Give me liberty or
give me death!"
All this reminds me of one
cherished American hero, Patrick
Henry, whose words appear in every
American history schoolbook, "Give
me liberty or give me death!"
While these words are cherished, do we really cherish those who
act upon them? I hope I never have to
face such a dilemma. But there are
people who still do. For the world is
still filled with masters, rulers who see
people as slaves to their will.
FEAR
What about those who argue
against open immigration? Aren't any
of the arguments valid? I say "no."
Of course there are problems
that arise when people move around
the planet. I don't deny that. But
whenever there are problems to be
solved, I don't blame those problems
on liberty. I look to see if the repression of liberty is the source of those
problems. It usually is. To solve probTHE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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power from the host, then
suddenly breaking out, conACTION AND CHOICE AS THE DRIVING FORCE,
quering and devouring all of
WITH MARKET ACTION AS A PROCESS OF
life as we know it. This also
DISCOVERY--BILLIONS OF INNOVATORS
approximates the subconWORKING ON THE NEXT INCREMENTAL STEPS
TOWARD IMPROVING THEIR OWN LIVES
scious fear that people
everywhere have of immilems I don't ask, "What can the gov- grants-throughout history.
So what are the fears that
ernment do?" Instead, I ask, "What has
the government done to cause or con- immigrants arouse? The basic fears
tribute to these problems in the first are of race, culture, change, livelihood,
place?" Undo that and you have a security, and crowds. And the rationalizations for exclusion are disguised
solution.
Behind
every
argument in many forms.
against the movement of people to
SLOTHFUL IMMIGRANTS?
freedom is an underlying fear. Those
fears are sometimes openly expressed,
One of the most frequent argubut more often those fears are veiled
and disguised. The fear of immigrants ments used by Americans against
opening borders is that immigrants
is the absence of courage.
Courage is to welcome com- would come for the welfare and innopetition. Fear is to shut out competi- cent U.S. taxpayers will be compelled
tion. Courage is to embrace the new- to pay for slothful immigrants. It is an
comer. Fear is to expel the newcomer. interesting contrast: people fear immiCourage is to champion liberty. Fear is grants for working too hard to take
away jobs and working too little to
to deny liberty.
When I think of this fear, I take away welfare. So which is it?
I am always asking my students
think of the official term for immigrants. Authorities call immigrants about supposedly "slothful immi"aliens" who are given "alien registra- grants." I ask them to imagine being
an employer who is facing two
tion" cards.
I've seen a few movies about prospective employees. Little is
"aliens." Alien, Aliens, Aliens 3, and known about the job applicant except
Alien Resurrection. The movie books this: one is an American citizen and
show more that 20 listings about the other is an immigrant. Now which
prospective employee do the students
aliens, all from outer space.
Such movies are very popular identify as the harder worker of the
because they tap primal xenophobic two: the American citizen or the immifears. The alien movies are typically grant? They always, always, always
about hideous foreign creatures who say that the immigrant would be the
disguise themselves by invading the harder worker.
Those who move from one country
bodies of beautiful and loving
Hollywood humans and their chil- to another are often the most energetic, the most courageous and enterprisdren.
All of this is done with the ing. They leave behind everything that
purpose of gaining strength and is familiar in order to go to a place

FREE MARKETEERS SEE VOLUNTARY
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where everything is unfamiliar and
where everyone is potentially hostile.
When immigrants start businesses
in America, hire Americans, and offer
to sell products to Americans, it is the
right of the consumer to buy from
these immigrants if they choose.
And what of American employers?
Do employers have a right to hire
immigrants if they choose? Consider
the words of Robert W. Tracinski, a
senior writer for the Ayn Rand
Institute:
"The irrational premise behind our
nation's immigration laws is that a
native-born American has a 'right' to a
particular job, not because he has
earned it, but because he was born
here. To this 'right,' the law sacrifices
the employer's right to hire the best
employees - and the immigrant's right
to take a job that he deserves. To put it
succinctly, initiative and productiveness are sacrificed to sloth and inertia.
"The 'American dream' is essentially the freedom of each individual to
rise as far as his abilities take him. The
opponents of immigration, however,
want to repudiate that vision by turning America into a privileged preserve
for those who want the law to set aside
jobs for them - jobs they cannot freely
earn through their own efforts….Any
immigrant who wants to come to
America in search of a better life
should be let in - and any employer
who wants to hire him should be free
to do so."2
TREASURES OF THE EARTH
And what of the economic consequences of immigrants coming to
work? The practical questions have
already been answered by the brilliant

work of Julian Simon.3 According to
Simon, immigrants provide extraordinary benefits to a nation. Most immigrants come when they are in their
most productive years.
Chart & headline of foreign H-1B
visas: India recruits from overseas
Overall, new immigrants average
only one year less in education than
the native population of the U.S., but
their children are highly motivated
and excel beyond the level of native
Americans in school. Immigrants have
a higher proportion of advanced
degrees than the native population,
especially in high productivity areas
of science and engineering. Of immigrants who have a background in science and engineering when they go to
the U.S., more than a third are from
India. 4
Immigrants to the U.S., even those
from poor countries, are healthier in
general than natives of the same age.
Family cohesion, with a tradition of
hard work, is stronger than among
natives. Simon also reports on fourteen separate studies concluding that
immigrants do not cause native unemployment, even among very sensitive
categories of low paid, minority, low
skilled, or even high skilled groups of
natives.
Another twelve studies revealed
that immigrants do not have a negative effect on wages. There is no fixed
number of jobs. Enterprising immigrants come with arms, legs, and
brains that create employment and
wealth where ever they settle. Those
who have little education have traditionally had the motivation to take on
the 4 D's, work that is either too difficult, too dangerous, too dirty, or too
THE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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dark for most American workers.
Simon concluded from a review of
the research that, when they are not
prohibited from working by anti-labor
laws, immigrants contribute more in
taxes than they draw out from government welfare services. And over the
years, immigrant earnings exceed the
earnings of comparable native groups.
Julian Simon asserted that the continuation of welfare benefits for aging citizens may well depend on the contributions of youthful immigrants.5
If so, then why aren't immigrants
treated as treasures of the earth? Why
aren't politicians the world-over competing with each other to lure these
valuable human resources to their
land in the same manner that they
compete to lure capital investment,
the product of all this human labor?
Why aren't immigrants seen as an
inspiration-as were the immigrants
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Enrico Ferme,
Irving Berlin, and Albert Einstein?
Except for well-to-do tourist, student, and business visitors, those newcomers who wish to settle inspire
xenophobic fear. This fear will not
stop immigrants from the most natural of human impulses, the striving for
freedom and opportunity.
During class debates, my students
hear all the arguments about immigration, with an impressive array of documentation both pro and con. As the
debate rages, the students find themselves torn by the dilemma between
fear and ethics.
For me, the ethics are clear: if I do
not have the right to stop a person
from peacefully pursuing freedom
and opportunity, then I do not have a
right to ask a politician to do this for
me. The law may declare someone illegal, but if his or her actions are moral,
6
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then it is the law that is immoral.
HIGH WELFARE CORRELATES
WITH OUT-MIGRATION
This view of personal ethics satisfies many free marketeers in virtually
every aspect of economics except
immigration. They may accept immigration theoretically, but only after all
forms of welfare have been abolished.
Which is to say-"Not in my lifetime!"6
Is it correct to suppose that inmigration is caused by the existence of
welfare? If it is true that immigrants
go to America for the welfare, then it
would follow that once in the country
immigrants would move to the states
with the most welfare. But just the
opposite is true.
Both the native born population and the foreign born population
flee the states with the highest welfare
and move to the states with the lowest
welfare.
Take Hawaii, for example.
According to Michael Tanner and
Stephen Moore of the CATO
Institute,7 the six basic welfare benefits in Hawaii (6 among a possible 77
welfare programs) could have provided a mother and two children with the
equivalent of a pre-tax income of
$36,000 or a wage of $17.50 an hour,
the highest benefits in the nation. This,
however, is not associated with net
domestic in-migration to Hawaii.
According to recent data from the U.S.
Census Bureau for the decade of the
1990s, Hawaii experienced net domestic out-migration to other states of
both the native born and the foreign
born population.
Among the ten states that provided
the greatest levels of welfare, there
was a net out-migration of 1,500,000

native born and almost 500,000 foreign
born individuals.8 Eight of the ten
highest welfare states experienced
out-migration of the native born.
LOW WELFARE CORRELATES
WITH IN-MIGRATION
Contrast this with states that grant
little welfare. Eight of the ten states
offering the lowest levels of welfare
experienced net domestic in-migration
of the native born population. And
nine of the ten low welfare states
experienced net domestic in-migration
of the foreign born population.
Hourly wage equivalent of
welfare (1995) Native net domestic
INSTEAD OF ASKING HOW THE
GOVERNMENT CAN SOLVE
PROBLEMS, I ASK IF THE
GOVERNMENT HAS DONE
ANYTHING TO CREATE THESE
PROBLEMS IN THE FIRST PLACE.
FROM MY PERSPECTIVE AS A FREE
MARKET ECONOMIST, THE
GOVERNMENT BEHAVES LIKE A
DISEASE MASQUERADING AS ITS
OWN CURE.

migration: number
Foreign born
domestic net migration:number
TOP 10:
Hawaii
$17.50 - 65,505
- 10,628
Alaska
$15.48 - 31,040
+
542
Massachusetts
$14.66 56,324 + 1,616
Connecticut $14.23 - 66,950
+ 2,340
Wash. D.C. $13.99 - 35,515
- 9,816
New York $13.13 -669,102-

205,146
New Jersey $12.74
4,104
Rhode Island
2,320 +
916
California $11.59
237,349
Virginia
$11.11
16,366

-186,933+
$12.55 +
-518,187+ 59,364+

Top 10 ave. $13.70
Total Pop Chg.
1,567,872
- 437,055
BOTTOM 10:
Mississippi $5.53
+ 1,085
Alabama
$6.25
+ 665
Arkansas
$6.35
+ 7,067
Tennessee $6.59
+10,699
Arizona
$6.78
+40,334
Missouri
$7.16
+ 3,656
West Virginia
9,778 976
Texas
$7.31
+16,702
Nebraska
$7.64
+ 4,807
S. Carolina $7.79
+ 8,054

-

+ 25,845
+ 25,158
+ 35,049
+135,615
+275,814
+ 42,397
$7.31

-

+131,538
- 20,160
+124,151

Bottom 10 Ave
$6.87
Total Pop Chg.
+765,629
+ 92,093
CATO U.S. Census
U.S.
Census
Moore, Stephen, "Why Welfare
Pays," Wall Street Journal, September
28, 1995
"Migration of Natives and the
THE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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Foreign Born: 1995-2000," U.S. Census
Bureau, August 2003
There are some high profile
exceptions, but most migration results
from a desire for opportunity, not for
welfare. People who are too lazy to
work are also lazy to leave everything
that is familiar to them to go to a place
that is unfamiliar and potentially hostile. This is even more true of people
who move across national borders at
great personal risk.
In refuting the "welfare magnet theory," the ethical argument is far
more appealing than the practical
argument. To say that immigrants are
responsible for welfare in the U.S. is a
collectivist notion. The ethics of individual liberty oblige us to hold people
accountable for their own actions, not
for the actions of others. Immigrants
are no more responsible for oppressive welfare laws in the U.S. than they
are responsible for oppressive tyranny
in the country that they are fleeing.
Welfare Reduction
We are fortunate that U.S.
politicians are beginning to take hold
of the runaway welfare system of
recent decades. The share of the U.S.
population that is living below the
poverty line has fallen to a 21-year
low, the number of people on welfare
and the percent of the population on
welfare have both been cut in half.9
The welfare system is not a
given. Welfare need not be an excuse
for prohibiting immigration. A system
of welfare that was created by politicians can be changed by politicians.
Some opponents of immigration say that refugees ought to stay in
their home country to change the
8
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political and economic system at home
rather than to move away. I reply that
the best judge of this option is the
immigrant himself or herself.
Sometimes refugees, in the
tradition of Ludwig von Mises,
Friedrich Hayek, and Ayn Rand, did
more to change their homeland from a
distance than if they had remained to
be killed or to rot in the dreary confines of some dungeon or to slave
away at backbreaking toil for pennies
a day. The immigrant is the best judge
of his or her own options, as was the
case of all immigrants who preceded
them to America.
TROJAN HORSE?
Another fear, especially in
America these days, is for increased
national security. This has certainly
commanded a lot more attention since
the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center. Some have cried out for
an end to immigration as a means of
keeping terrorists far away. Every
ship, barge, and airplane is perceived
as a potential Trojan Horse.
To the extent that government
has any legitimate function, it is to
protect against a conquering invasion.
I have no problem with denying visas
to an invading army. Though I suspect
that if the North Korean government
gave orders to invade the United
States in this manner, virtually every
starving soldier would become a
defector the instant he crossed the border.
Comparative Defense Spending
It is understandable that, in
the aftermath of such a tragic crisis as
9/11, people will, and must, clamor for

THE SOCIALIST BELIEVES THAT THE
POWER OF GOVERNMENT CAN BE
USED FOR GOOD, IF ONLY THE
RIGHT PERSON HOLDS THAT
POWER AND SUBSTITUTES THEIR
CHOICES FOR THE CHOICES OF
OTHERS. IT IS AN UNDERSTANDABLE IMPULSE TO LOOK
FOR A HUMAN GOD WHENEVER
INSECURE AND IN DOUBT. BUT
THERE IS NO "RIGHT PERSON."

protective measures against terrorists.
But reason must prevail over collectivist repression in order to gain real
protection.
The U.S. Government has had
no shortage of defense expenditures,
"spending more than the rest of the
world combined."10 Nevertheless, the
U.S. intelligence and security agencies,
with the abundance of wealth, personnel, and technology at their disposal,
came up short in a decades-long effort
to root out a terrorist network with
global tentacles that originated in
some of the poorest nations of the
world.
Clinton let bin Laden get away
The villains of 9/11 had long
said they wanted an attack on
America. The villains had attempted
attacks before, even on some of the
same targets. The villains are reported
to have been within the U.S. government's grasp on earlier occasions, but
were not pursued.11
Will such attacks in the future
be forestalled by stopping all immigration? I think not. This sentiment
was recently echoed by the U.S.
Secretary of State Colin Powell.

"Some argue that we should
raise the drawbridge and not allow in
any more foreign visitors. They are
wrong. Such a move would hand a
victory to the terrorists by having us
betray our most cherished principles.
For our own well being, and because
we have so much to give, we must
keep our doors open to the world…
"Openness is fundamental to
our success as a nation, economically,
culturally and politically. Our economy will sputter unless America
remains the magnet for entrepreneurs
from across the world. Our culture
will stagnate unless we continue to
add new richness to our mosaic. And
our great national mission of spreading freedom will founder if our own
society closes its shutters to new people and ideas. Openness also is central
to our diplomatic success, for our
openness is a pillar of American influence and leadership…"12
Chart of China, India, S. Korea:
security restrictions on education
Secetary Powell recognized the
importance of openness to leadership,
but his department has been closing
the door on this leadership. The number of visas granted to scientists and
engineers for work in the U.S. has
been cut by two-thirds in the past two
years.13 The fear of foreigners has
also led to a tremendous reduction in
the number of student visas issued
over the past three years. There was,
according to Nature magazine, "a 19%
decrease in the number of foreign students admitted to graduate programmes in the life sciences and a 17%
drop in admissions in the physical and
Earth sciences. Admissions from
China, India, and South Korea, which
THE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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between them provide the lion's share
of foreign students in the United
States, were all down sharply."14
Indicative of the effect of
increased visa restrictions, the
University of Hawaii announced a
decline of international student enrollment by 28% for next year. Those students, with all of their talent and leadership, will go elsewhere to take their
classes.
Asking for a sweeping end to
all immigration sidesteps responsibility for the necessity of good intelligence and effective police work. It
scapegoats the very refugees who are
also the victims of terror. Far better
that individual criminal conspirators
be effectively tracked and brought to
justice.
Thomas Jefferson & Entangling
Alliances
One way to approach the
security issue is to examine the actions
of government that may have placed
American security at risk. For guidance on this, I think that two early
American
Presidents,
George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson,
had it right two centuries ago when
they advised against entangling
alliances. Jefferson declared in his
1801 inaugural address, "Peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all
nations--entangling alliances with
none."
What entangling alliances
might Jefferson have warned us
against?
Iran coup
He might have warned US
government officials against the over10
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EVENTUALLY, WE MAY FIND THAT
THE COMPETITIVE INCENTIVES OF
THE MARKETPLACE MAY ALSO
IMPROVE OUR PROTECTION AS
WELL, WITH BETTER PRICES,
BETTER SERVICES, AND MORE
INNOVATION THAN UNDER
GOVERNMENT MONOPOLIES.

throw of the democractically elected
leader of Iran in 1953, placing a tyrant
in power for the next 26 years.15
Thomas Jefferson would have warned
US government officials against the
arming of Saddam Hussein for his 8year long invasion of Iran. And he
might have been suspicious of U.S.
government support of Osama bin
Laden in the Afghan war in the 1980s.
Interventionist policy makers
in the U.S. government may have
thought that they knew how to manipulate the affairs of foreign nations. But
they were dead wrong. Washington
and Jefferson had more foresight and
were right to warn against such arrogance.
HUMAN TRAFFIC
Human Trafficking
According to the U.S. State
Department, there are thousands of
slaves in the United States.
Unbelievable? The Economist magazine reports, "Every year, on State
Department estimates, about 50,000
people, the vast majority women and
children, are forcibly trafficked into
the United States from all over the
world-Eastern Europe, Asia, Central
America, Africa.… They are forced to
work as virtual slaves, for the traffickers' profit, in the sex industry, on

farms and in factories."16 Beyond that,
there are an estimated 4 million slaves
world-wide.17
Why don't these slaves in the
U.S. today just run to the police for
protection? That's what the police are
for, aren't they? No. As enforcers for

deportation, the police unwittingly
collaborate to empower black market
slave owners. Black market slaves
don't run to the police because the
police will only deport them to a
nation-state where the official slave
masters are perceived to be worse. It

NOLAN CHART
A sampling of issues is presented in the Nolan Chart:
1. Should businesses and farmers operate
without government subsidies?
Yes. People have a right to choose what to do with their own money.
2. Should people be allowed to practice free trade without tariffs?
Yes. People have a right to decide business partners for themselves.
3. Should people be allowed to receive pay below
the minimum legal wage?
Yes. People have a right to decide what they will accept for their own
labor, even if it is to volunteer to work for nothing.
4. Should voluntary means of funding be sought
for government services?
Yes. Numerous alternatives to coercive funding are practical and just.
5. Should governments stop protecting commercial interests of their citizens abroad?
Yes. The free market offers far more hope for the world than political
intervention. Commercial interests across borders come with risks.
6. Should military service be voluntary?
Yes. Free men and women should be hired to perform professional
services for a career.
7. Should the media be free of government control?
Yes. Radio, television, and the press are free speech and a check on
tyranny.
8. Should consenting adults be free to practice their choice of sexual
conduct?
Yes. The right to decide personal lifestyle should not be limited to
politicians.
9. Should people be allowed to consume harmful substances?
Yes. People have the primary right and responsibility for their own
bodies.
10. Should people be allowed to cross borders?
Yes. People have a right to flee oppression and to hire the oppressed.
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a fifty years ago in America.
isn't an attractive choice.
It isn't enough that the U.S.
It is for the same reason that,
during the 1850s in the U.S., runaway Coast Guard captures runaways
plantation slaves would not have gone throughout the Caribbean Sea in order
to the police for protection. The police to return them to their state masters.
openly collaborated with slave own- The U.S. Department of Homeland
ers. Running away was illegal, but it Security now seems to consider the
whole world as American "homeland,"
was moral. The law was immoral.
Runaway slaves could be sending the Coast Guard thousands of
miles to the shores of
abused by employers,
Ecuador where it has
denied payment for
detained more than
work, beaten, or even
IT IS NATURAL FOR
4,000 suspected illegal
raped. The slave didn't
HUMAN BEINGS TO
migrants and sunk a
dare turn to the police
STRIVE, TO
COOPERATE, AND TO
dozen emptied boats
for help because the soIMPROVE
LIFE
FOR
by setting them ablaze
called "help" would be
THEMSELVES, FOR
and firing on them
deportation to a "state
THEIR FAMILIES, AND
with their .50-caliber
plantation"
master
FOR THEIR
guns.19
where conditions were
NEIGHBORS.
PERSONAL REWARDS
A former stuperceived to be worse.
AND
PENALTIES
FOR
dent of mine, a member
That wasn't an attracSUCCESS AND FAILURE
of the US Coast Guard,
tive choice, either.
IN THE MARKETPLACE,
said that he really felt
CHALLENGED BY
that he was in a dilemCruise ship fined for
INNOVATION AND
COMPETITION IS A
ma
because
these
rescuing 8 Cubans
CLEAR PATH TO
intensely
crowded
GREATER
boats are really not seaThis is why
KNOWLEDGE,
worthy. "Imagine," said
slavery persists around
WISDOM, AND
Craig, "just imagine
the world today. It conPROSPERITY
falling off one of these
tinues as Burmese,
boats and seeing it sail
Sudanese, Cubans, and
off without you." Yet
North Koreans are hustled back to slave states. Americans this highlights the desperation of
are even fined $3000 per head for the refugees because of the near-certainty
"crime" of rescuing refugees at sea and of death, a very ghastly death at sea.
bringing them ashore.18 Hard as it is that awaits them. Every trip echoes
to accept, we have not progressed Patrick Henry, "Give me liberty or give
from the horrible time when runaway me death!"
It isn't the turbulent water and
slaves were captured and forcibly
the rickety boat that kills. If I want to
returned to their plantation masters.
It persists because immigra- travel to Haiti or Ecuador, I can fly in
tion laws provide collaboration with safety and comfort for a few hundred
tyranny. These immigration laws dollars. The only reason that these
should be condemned just as the refugees spend many thousands of
Fugitive Slave Law of the 1850s was dollars for a dangerous journey on a
condemned by abolitionists a hundred deathtrap is because of border laws.
12
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TYRANT
WELFARE

AND

CORPORATE

Americans should not be worried
about welfare for immigrants, but
there are other forms of welfare, however, that Americans should be
alarmed about. Two kinds of welfare
help to drive immigrants from their
homes: "tyrant aid" welfare and "corporate protectionist" welfare.
The U.S. taxpayer has been compelled to provide tyrant welfare to an
extremely sordid gang of thugs over
decades: from Duvalier, Mobutu, and
Marcos to Pahlavi, Noriega, Suharto,
and even a billion dollars for Saddam
Hussein.
The
Center
for
Defense
Information20 states that the U.S. sells
weaponry to the political elite in 150
nation-states-4/5ths of these nationstates are undemocratic. Two-thirds of
that number is listed by the U.S. State
Department as having governments
that are abusive of human rights.
Since the end of the Cold War and
the beginning of endless drug wars,
the American share of worldwide
arms transfers climbed spectacularly
to 70%, 21 most of which is paid for,
directly or indirectly, by U.S. taxpayers. This has surely contributed to the
ten-fold increase of refugees in recent
decades.
Still another form of welfare directly leads to immigration. This is corporate welfare known as "protectionism." Because of trade barriers,
American, Japanese, and European
consumers are prohibited from buying products that workers and
entrepreneurs are willing to produce
abroad. This is especially true in agricultural and textile sectors that are

particularly well-suited to development in less developed countries.
Sugar Futures & Sugar Beets
Destroyed
The OECD says that Europe's
agricultural protectionism increases
food prices by as much as 20%. At the
same time, farmers and textile manufacturers in poorer countries are hobbled in their efforts to export, and they
find subsidized commodities dumped
on their domestic markets.22
It is much the same in the U.S.
where trade barriers currently
quadruple the price of sugar for U.S.
citizens, from the world market price
of 5¢/lb to the U.S. domestic price of
20¢/lb. To accomplish these high
prices for US consumers, beet farmers
were recently paid to plow under
120,000 acres of growing sugar beets.
Immigrant farmers are forbidden from
coming to the US. Lower income
neighbors abroad are banned from
selling to U.S. consumers. And many
U.S. food processing companies are
driven to move abroad.
This is not wise policy. This is
lunacy-for the benefit of powerful special interest groups and politicians
who betray the public trust.
"If rich countries were to
remove the subsidies [to agriculture]…poor countries would benefit
by more than three times the amount
of all the overseas development assistance they receive each year."23 This
has been equally true of textile barriers.
The politics of protectionism
contributes mightily to the economic
troubles of poorer nations. And since
politics and economics are so intertwined, why are immigrants separatTHE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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ed into two categories: political immigrants and economic immigrants?
I have no sympathy for this
distinction. People have troubles with
their economic life not because they
speak out against their rulers, but
because they often wish to act in the
marketplace in defiance of their rulers.
One cannot separate politics from the
economic consequences of politics.
People have a right to their
own reasons for moving from one
place to another. They do not have to
articulate their protest in political
forums to be genuine refugees from
political repression. In this sense, voluntary economic behavior is a political
action that risks imprisonment, or
worse, if one resists the long arm of
authority.
RUNAWAY SLAVES
Slaves who ran from Southern
plantations before America's Civil
War, may not have articulated their
opposition to the political system, but
they were political refugees nonetheless, simply by their pursuit of economic freedom. And they had a right
to move from areas of low economic
freedom to areas of relatively high
economic freedom.
Trade barriers & broad related
effects
It is no accident that whenever trade barriers are raised against
poor nations, there is more poverty,
more civil strife, more drug running,
and more migration. Whenever a U.S.
president travels to neighboring countries asking for help in fighting the
drug war or for help in stemming
immigration, he is always greeted
14
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with the request for the U.S. to simply
open its doors to trade, especially in
farming and textiles. But these
requests have fallen on deaf ears.
Finally this month, after
decades of restriction, we will have a
reduction in world textile barriers. But
agricultural barriers remain.
The wealthy nations of the
world have it within their power to
massively increase prosperity and
investment in poorer countries by simply practicing what they preach about
free trade, but they don't.
When a tsunami ravaged
nations of the Indian Ocean a couple
weeks ago, the wealthy nations raised
great fanfare and noise about the
emergency relief aid they were giving.
On the other hand, these same
wealthy nations have been stone silent
about the decades of trade protectionism against exports from Sri Lanka,
Indonesia,
India,
Bangladesh,
Malaysia, and Thailand. These exports
could have increased earnings, investment, and prosperity so much that
people of the region could have prepared themselves against such calamity with better roads and bridges, better homes and hospitals, better flood
control and civil defense warning systems.
Economic growth makes the
world much safer from natural disasters. Reports Carlo Stagnaro, "Thanks
to scientific progress and a stronger
control over nature, the number of victims due to natural disasters is declining. Death rate has fallen by 98 percent
in the last century…In absolute terms,
this means that -- despite the demographic boom which occurred in the
meantime -- the number of killed has
fallen from 1.2 million casualties at the
beginning of the [20th] century to

77,000 at the end of it. This is still too
many, but it has significantly
improved in the last few decades." 24
Of course, this is not possible when
economic development is blocked.
50 years of growth, Latin America
and Asia
This is certainly not to say that
wealthy nations are solely responsible
for poor growth in much of the world.
Corruption, inflation, trade barriers,
and repression are among the political
practices that have been crucial factors
in preventing many Latin American
nations from achieving the extraordinary growth rates of the Asian Tigers.
While starting from roughly
the same base in 1950, the Asian Tigers
have grown much more than the
nations of Latin America. In fifty
years, GDP per capita has multiplied
20 to 40 times in the Asian Tiger
nations vs. 2 to 3 times in most Latin
American nations. Rigoberto Stewart
and José Cordiero demonstrated that
freer economic systems can make the
difference.25 And policies of the
wealthy nations can either be a help or
a hindrance in doing so.
RESOURCE SCARCITY?
George Washington & Immigrants
In 1783 America's first president, George Washington, proclaimed,
"…the bosom of America is open to
receive not only the opulent and
respectable
stranger,
but
the
oppressed and persecuted of all
nations and religions, whom we
should welcome to a participation of
all our rights and privileges."
My critics say, "Okay, so

George Washington would have welcomed immigrants two hundred years
ago. But in today's world there's not
enough room and not enough
resources."
This is false.
Growth in World Per Capita GDP
In a free society, human
beings produce a growing abundance
of everything that they need. Again, it
was Julian Simon to the rescue. Simon
demonstrated over and over that
resources are not running out, but are
constantly becoming more abundant
and cheaper.
Michael Cox wrote in an issue
of Reason magazine, "Capitalism creates wealth. During the last two centuries, the United States became the
world's richest nation as it embraced
an economic system that promotes
growth, efficiency, and innovation."
Real GDP per capita in the U.S. has
now reached $36,000.26
Okay, there's growing wealth,
but what about the land? Land is
fixed. It doesn't increase. Isn't the U.S.
too crowded?
Indeed, when people think of
opening the borders north of Mexico,
my critics imagine crowds of immigrants pouring in. "Where would they
all fit?"
While there are a lot of people
trying to get into the United States, it
is arrogant to believe that everyone in
the world wants to be there. Already
there are as many as 10 million U.S.
citizens who have chosen to live outside of the United States.
While many Americans live
abroad, they have the security of
knowing that they could return during a time of danger. Many immiTHE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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grants to the U.S. hope to return to
their native country, as well, when
they have established a greater measure of prosperity and security in their
lives. Many from India and China are
doing this today.
Fraser Institute on
Freedom of the World

Economic

perity for the whole of the EU-or they
wouldn't keep enlarging the EU every
few years.
People want the opportunities
that freedom brings and most people
would be delighted to have that freedom in the land that is most familiar
to them.
Declining Fertility

The Fraser Institute publishes a
report on Economic Freedom of the
World, which shows a high correlation
of economic freedom to economic
growth. It is the natural impulse of
human beings to move to areas of
greater economic freedom, where they
have greater opportunity to use their
talents. Scientists and engineers from
India established some of the most
dynamic computer industries in
Silicon Valley, and, as regions of India
become more economically free, many
of these scientists and engineers are
now returning to India.
This also explains why native
American researchers are currently
moving away from the U.S. to places
like Singapore that rank even higher
in degrees of economic freedom.
Reports Charles Piller of the Los
Angeles Times, "Salaries in Singapore
are comparable to the United money
than would be possible back home."27
This is precisely what happened in the European Union when
Spain was admitted to the EU. Once it
became clear that the borders were to
open, there was a net homeward
migration of those who had previously come illegally. Just last year the EU
was enlarged by 10 new member
nations in Eastern Europe. This didn't
lead to a mass migration. If anything,
it has led to a massive increase of
investment opportunities and pros16
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Part of the concern about
immigrants is due to a frightening
perception of the population bomb.
These fears are unfounded. The
United Nations reports that fertility
rates in both rich and poor countries
have been falling for 30 years and continue to fall. In the rich countries, fertility rates are below the replacement
rate, which means that without immigration the overall population would
decline. One day this will be the case
everywhere.
But what about now? The critics say that no country could accommodate the vast number of refugees in
the world today!
The earth is far more accommodating than people realize. There is
plenty of room for humanity. For perspective, let's consider the 30 million
refugees in the world today.
This includes 12 million
refugees who have fled across international borders as well as 18 million
more who are estimated to have been
displaced within national borders due
to civil strife.28 Compare this with
Hong Kong and just one tiny U.S.
state, Hawaii.
LIBERTY AND DENSITY
Hong Kong is known as being
one of the most densely crowded

places on the face of the earth with
17,500 people per square mile and a
per capita income rivaling that of the
United Kingdom. Yet few people are
aware that living conditions are only
as crowded as they are in Hong Kong
because 40% of the land area is zoned
by the government as country parkwhere people are not allowed to live!
The same is true in Hawaii.
There isn't a lack of land, but there is a
lack of politically approved zoning. In
all of the Hawaiian Islands, less than
5% of the land area is zoned for commercial and residential use. There
would be plenty of room for newcomers on those tiny islands in the Pacific
if only the government stood out of
the way.
In fact, if people in Hawaii
were willing to accept even a third of
the population densities of Hong
Kong, then all the refugees of the
world could live on the Hawaiian
Islands-and still 40% of the land area
could be zoned as country park. If
those people were allowed to farm the
agriculturally zoned sugar plantations
that have mostly all gone bankrupt in
recent years due to high U.S. labor
costs, there is no doubt that diligent
Chinese, Vietnamese, and Filipino
newcomers could turn the land into
abundance without a penny of government subsidy.
Government Lands
Or just take one portion of
federal land in the U.S. that is 65 times
as great as the Hawaiian Islands, the
lands of the Bureau of Land
Management. The BLM leases its 270
million acres of land to a few favored
cattle ranchers at one-seventh that of
market rates. This means that for $1.43

per month, the federal government
provides them with enough land to
sustain a cow and a calf. 29
Surely there are a lot of people
around the world who would be willing to pay more than $1.43 per month
to live on 10 acres (5 hectares) in a free
country. Aren't human beings worth
more consideration than cattle? This is
especially true at a time when Western
governments are paying extraordinary sums to farmers not to use their
land.
Surely
each
generation
believes that living space is a problem.
In 1800 there were 5 million people
living in the United States, some of
them complaining about the crowds of
newcomers. How could anyone in
1800 imagine a nation of 281 million
people living in the United States
today?
The nation isn't poorer for
having 56 times as many people as 200
years ago. It is much richer. People
accept the changes of the past much
more easily than they accept the
change that is yet to come. The future
will bring us ever greater riches, yet
people are still afraid.
Afraid? Why? Because, without confidence in the marvelous
potential of a free market, people will
always be afraid of the unknown.
Donald Boudreaux argues
that, by historical standards, the percentage of immigrant population is
relatively small and America is far
richer and far more capable of absorbing immigrants than ever before.
Compared to 1920, America
now has twice as many physicians per
person, three times as many teachers
per person, and 50% more police officers per person than eighty years ago.
There is more food, more health care,
THE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
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more residential living space, and
there are more jobs than ever before.
Says Boudreaux, "The fact is America
today is much wealthier, healthier,
[more] spacious, and resource-rich
than it was a century ago. And we owe
many of these advances to the creativity and effort of immigrants."30
BOTH MORE CROWDS AND
MORE SPACE
What is the capacity of the
United States in the "worst" case scenario -or "best" case, depending on
your perspective?
The land area of the United
States, 30% of which is owned by the
federal government, could support ten
times the current population and it
would still be less densely populated
than Japan is today. If only one percent
of that number were allowed into the
U.S., the country could accommodate
the entire refugee population of the
world.
The fact is that, aside from the
fraction of federal land that is set aside
for national parks, the bulk of federal
land is managed for the benefit of a
very few, privileged citizens. What
was once taken from Indians does not
now belong to me or to all U.S. citizens. It effectively "belongs" to whoever has power in the councils of government: foresters, cattlemen, miners,
and environmentalists.
A study of one national forest
found that the government spent $13
building logging roads for every $1 of
revenue earned from the sale of timber. This isn't frugal management; this
is plunder of the taxpayer for the benefit of special interest lobbies.
I would much rather see governments give greater respect to the
18
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private ownership of justly acquired
land, rather than taking lands by force
with the condemnation powers of
eminent domain. And where the government holds land, it should be open
to those with a just claim or to homesteading. If this means a livelihood for
millions of people instead of cows and
prairie dogs, then so be it.
Do U.S. citizens prefer open
space to cities? Do they need rolling
hills and great expanses between each
other? For some, yes. And there is
more and more of both types of living,
cities and open space, for all.
Generally
speaking,
Americans are like people everywhere
and they prefer to live and work in
cities or suburbs, which account for
less than 3% of the land area of the
contiguous 48 states.31 Most people
like crowded cities or they wouldn't
go there. That's where the action is.
That explains why, in the
decade of the 1990s, the population of
New York State declined, while the
population of Metropolitan New York
City increased. Likewise, the population of California State declined, while
the population of Metropolitan Los
Angeles City increased. So there is
both more open space in the countryside and more action in crowded
cities.
As anyone who has flown
across the United States can affirm, the
population is highly concentrated in
certain regions. One can fly for hours
across vast expanses of land which are
virtually uninhabited. Even the most
desolate of land becomes inviting
when the law permits freedom.
The number one travel destination for residents of Hawaii is the
deserts of Nevada, not for the open
spaces, but for the crowded casinos of

Las Vegas where gambling is allowed.
Legalizing games of chance has made
Las Vegas one of the fastest growing
regions of the country.
When these cities have troubles, it isn't because of the number of
people, it is because of the failure of
governments to provide the primary
protection services that politicians so
often promise. Washington D.C., the
crime capital of the U.S., is a prime
example.
We shouldn't use poor government performance as an excuse for
excluding newcomers. Instead, we
should seek to improve performance
with market alternatives wherever
possible.
THE ETHICS OF LIBERTY
Declaration of Independence
Every Fourth of July, the people of the United States proudly reaffirm the bold words of Thomas
Jefferson that, "WE hold these Truths
to be self-evident, that all Men Are
Created Equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty,
and
the
Pursuit
of
Happiness." Jefferson's words are as
true today as when first written.
To reiterate, I wish to say in
the strongest terms I can muster,
emboldened by the courage and fortitude of immigrants throughout the
world and throughout history, that we
should not be devising schemes and
rationalizations for the restriction of
liberty.
Rather, let us take part in the
fight against fear, prejudice, custom,
and law to champion freedom. This is
practical, humanitarian, and, above

all, ethical. Let us be a part of the drive
for liberty today. Let us champion the
millions of immigrants who are seeking liberty in the same manner that we
would if we were in their shoes.32
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Frédéric Bastiat and Immigration
In
writing
his
famous
"Candlemakers Petition," the famous
19th Century French economist,
Frédéric Bastiat, did not address the
issue of immigration, but he did write
about the treatment of Polish refugees
who had fled persecution and were
being harassed and deported by
French authorities. Wrote Bastiat:
"…the most ardent wish of a
refugee, after the one of ending his
exile, is to practice some trade in order
to create some resources for his survival. But for that, he must choose the
location of his residence; those who
can be useful in commercial enterprises should be able to go to towns where
there are such enterprises, those who
want to do some industrial activity
should be able to go to industrial
regions, those who have some talents
should go to cities encouraging those
talents. Furthermore, they should not
be expelled at any moment, nor live
with the sword of arbitrary measures
hanging above their heads."1
In fond remembrance of Frédéric
Bastiat on the celebration of 200 years

since his birth, allow me to parody this
topic in a manner that Bastiat might
appreciate. One of Bastiat's most
famous essays was about candlemakers who wanted to ban light and heat
from the sun in order to protect local
industry. Why not protect labor in a
similar manner?
THE PETITION OF THE CANDLEMAKERS, Part Deux
From the Makers of Candles,
Tapers, Lanterns, Candlesticks, Street
Lamps, Snuffers, and Extinguishers,
and from the Producers of Tallow, Oil,
Resin, Alcohol, and Generally of
Everything Connected with Working.
To the Honorable Members of the
Chamber of Deputies. Gentlemen:
We are suffering from the ruinous
competition of rivals who apparently
work in such a far superior manner
that they are flooding the domestic
market with great diligence and an
incredibly low price. From the
moment they begin to work, our work
ceases, all the consumers turn to them,
and a branch of French labor whose
ramifications are innumerable is all at
once reduced to complete stagnation.
These rivals are appearing everywhere around us, they are none other
than millions of birth newcomersinfants born into our midst, destined
to take our jobs and our industry.
We ask you to be so good as to pass
a law requiring the closing of all openings through which they might enter
to destroy our livelihood-in short, seal
all wombs and secure these passages
by the engagement of all necessary
guards and patrols.
Be good enough, honorable
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deputies, to take our request seriously,
and do not reject it without at least
hearing the reasons that we have to
advance in its support.
First, if you shut off all access to
natural births, and thereby create a
greater need for existing workers,
what laborers toiling in France today
will not ultimately be encouraged? We
should surely see a demand grow
such that workers will command
increased compensations well beyond
their hundredth year!
Surely you must recognize the
drain of these birth newcomers on the
creative energies of society. They come
to this land with no knowledge of our
customs or our language. These
infants are bereft of civility or even the
rudiments of good manners.
These new newcomers have no
skills whatsoever, they cannot support
themselves in the slightest, and, worse
yet, they are absolutely certain to be a
drain on our national and cultural
resources for a score of years before
they will compensate society in any
substantial form.
We anticipate your objections, gentlemen; but there is not a single one of
them that you have not picked up
from the musty old books of the advocates of human rights. Will you say
that the labor of birth newcomers is a
gratuitous gift of Nature, and that to
reject such gifts would be to reject
wealth itself under the pretext of
encouraging the means of acquiring
it?
But if you take this position, you
strike a mortal blow at your own policy; remember that up to now you have
always excluded foreign labor on similar grounds.
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Emigration Hypocrisy
Throughout my research on the
subject I was astounded to learn that
there is one country above all others
that tolerates an extraordinary level of
out-migration! Unbelievably, that
nation-state allows four to ten million
of its citizens to move and reside
abroad. That's right, four to ten million citizens living outside of its borders.
These people are fleeing their
country for a variety of political and
economic reasons. A few criminal and
political elements are escaping a home
government that would jail them for
offenses ranging from drug trafficking
to tax evasion. But most of these are
economic migrants who have moved
abroad simply to improve their economic condition. Sometimes they
hand over a lifetime of savings to
clever agents who arrange for their
travel in closed compartments across
hot deserts and shark-infested seas.
This invasion of countries abroad
has led to considerable displacement
where they undoubtedly do work that
might otherwise be done by local
inhabitants. Most of these new arrivals
are unfamiliar with the language, the
manners, and the customs of their new
home and they stubbornly cling to the
language, customs, and eating habits
of their Old World-typically congregating at McDonald's restaurants
worldwide.
Their families frequently congregate in isolated ethnic enclaves; they
are loath to mixing in with the native
population. Indeed, they are usually
preoccupied with sending money
home and arranging for relatives to
join them.

They keep strong ties with the
homeland and their loyalty to the new,
adopted home is always suspect.
Worse yet, these newcomers are parasites on the services and amenities that
have been established by countless
generations of taxpayers who built the
infrastructure before their arrival.
And yet rarely does anyone ever
protest this out-migration of four to
ten million businessmen and their
families from the United States of
America. Why not?
The movement of Americans
abroad is generally perceived as an
economic benefit to the nation-states
that receive them. They are openly
courted. Indeed, people in the wealthier nation-states of America, Asia, and
Europe expect to be allowed to travel
the world at will, yet they are far less
accepting of people from poorer
neighborhoods.

As If People Were as Valuable as
Oil
The President has just
declared a national emergency. He is
responding to the recent press release
from the meeting of the Organization
for People Exporting Countries
(OPEC). OPEC announced today that
the number of people allowed to leave
their countries for destinations abroad
will be cut by 10% in order to maintain
labor prices at historically high levels
abroad.
A joint meeting of Congress
has been scheduled to hear the full
presidential address. An advance copy
of his speech has been delivered to the
press. In his speech the President
issues a strong warning to the OPEC
nations that this development on the

restriction of people coming to the US
is to be viewed as the 'moral equivalent of war' because of the adverse
effects on the American economy and
international economic competitiveness.
"This nation," warned the
President in prepared comments, "has
dedicated the lives and fortunes of our
countrymen to guarantee the free flow
of petroleum from around the world
because we recognize the value of raw
fuel to the development possibilities of
our economy. If we will do all of this to
import the most base of raw materials,
do you think that we would do anything less for the most sophisticated
production miracles of history-evermore-precious human beings?
Every human being is a marvel of the self-propelled, self-sustained
miracle of production, innovation,
genius, and reproduction! We will not
tolerate efforts of OPEC to control and
cripple the potential of our nation!"
In a simultaneous development, the President has instructed his
Special Immigration Negotiator (SIN),
to file a complaint with the World
Immigration Organization (WIO)
charging OPEC with violating the
multilateral treaty for the free flow of
people across borders. The SIN has
blasted the OPEC on previous occasions for interfering with the international competition for labor.
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rights. We are an ideas organisation, a think tank that develops ideas to better
the world. We want to usher in an intellectual revolution that encourages people to look beyond the obvious, think beyond good intentions, and act beyond
activism.
We believe in the individuality and dignity of all persons, and their right to
life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness. We trust their judgment when they cast
their vote in a ballot box and when they spend their money in a marketplace.
We are driven by the dream of a free society, where political, social, and economic freedom reigns. We are soldiers for a Second Freedom Movement.
CCS's activities include research, outreach and advocacy in the areas of Law,
Liberty, & Livelihood; Communities, Markets & the Environment; Good
Governance; Education for All; Rule of Law; and The World & I.
Join our Education Choice Campaign (Fund Students, Not Schools)
at www.ccsindia.org!
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